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“Tech is changing the rules of the game. Tech transformation is here and 
accelerating, the only uncertainty is who will be the winners.”

Christian Mumenthaler, Group CEO Swiss Re



Rapid Consumer 
Behaviour Changes 

Emergence of new 
Business Models

Access to data & 
Tech Advancement

• IoT / connected sensors
• Artificial Intelligence 
• Distributed Ledger

• Omni-Channel 
• Digital Ecosystem
• B2B2C 

• Renovated consumer 
• Smartphone dependent 
• Changing expectations 

Our industry continues through a phase of change and digital transformation
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Three major implications for the insurance industry
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Change 
of risk pools

Automation

Disruption of
industry structure

1

2

3

Change of 
risk pools

Automation Disruption



B2C
Marketplace

8.3

Retail (B2C)

Commercial (B2B)

Energy
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Digital ecosystems could account for 30% of global revenues by 2025 

Estimated total sales 

2025, $ trillion1

Source: Atluri V et al. (2017) Competing in a world of sectors without borders, McKinsey, July 2017
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A fast growing middle class and mobile unbanked population across Asia

+350m
in China

+380m
in India by 2030

+210m
in rest of Asia

+130m
in rest of the world

Source: World Bank, Kharas H (28. 02.2017) The unprecedented expansion of the global middle class
https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-unprecedented-expansion-of-the-global-middle-class-2/ Middle class defined as USD 16 to 100 per day in 2005 in purchasing parity

https://aseanup.com/southeast

224

185191

103

97

62

Indonesia only
Unbanked population owning a mobile phone, in millions

Unbanked population, in millions

Percent mobile phone ownership

83%54%

64%

“41% of Asians are 
willing to buy 
insurance from Tech 
giants - the highest % 
worldwide “

Cap Gemini survey 2018

88% of the next billion middle class 

will be Asian



• BAT is dominating the daily life 
interactions of the 800m+ mobile 
Chinese netizens. 

• 11x more mobile payments in China 
than in the US.

• 57% of the time spent online in 
China are on BAT developed apps. 

China Digital Ecosystems are leading the way

% in respective market - Data source: Deloitte China 2017



Source: Ant financial

Only 25% of Chinese population had a credit score  untapped pool of borrowers at needs

Ant Financial Sesame Score, launched in Jan 2015, is now used for personalised access to financial services and also 
non financial to 65% of china population as part of the “inclusive finance” national initiative.

Ant Financial Sesame Credit Score based on 5 dimensions - Identity, Compliance, History, Networking and Behavior

Digital ecosystems data is the new oil (to be refined)



New emerging digital insurance models are starting to impact product innovation

Source: Oliver Wyman

Wave1 – Tech enablement
Homogenous products with limited 

incremental innovation features

Wave2 – Ecosystem integration
Dynamic needs discovery

Tailored products in cust. journey

Risk profiles / Dynamic pricing

Wave3 – Ecosystem Aggregation
Integrated personalised services

Dynamic features adapting with customer 
needs and behaviours

Est. China 2020 - CNY 747 Bn Est. China 2020 - CNY 197 Bn Est. China 2020 - CNY 202 Bn



InsurTechs enablers are already covering the insurance value chain

Source: Swiss Re Institute June 2017, based on information from company websites 

and media reports By % share by number of start-up investments 2014-2016



A sudden acceleration of AI applications across Asia

“Made in China 2025” AI Blueprint
2020: Keep pace with the US 

2025: Achieve AI breakthroughs
2030: Be the AI world leader

USA Leading

Sudden acceleration of AI 
applications from a 70 years 
journey

GAFA/Silicon Valley leading 
position in AI talents & tech

AI applications & adoption slowed 
by regulations and customers 
privacy concern

China Rising

China already #1 in AI patents, 
papers, innovation funding

Rapid growth – AI market valued at 
USD150b

800M mobile netizens spending 
11x more than US online

BATX trailing the GAFA

Ping An leading AI FS applications

Emerging digital health platforms

Asia Emerging

Rising mobile transactions and 
usage

Financial inclusion / Ageing Asia 
governments agenda to bridge the 
protection gap

BATX investments across Asia in 
leading epayment, ecomm, digital 
health, aggregators…

Ping An One Connect Cloud & AI 
platform ready for Asia FS



Examples of application of AI / Machine Learning in insurance

Classification: Simplified Underwriting Regression: Claims Triage & Fraud predictionClustering: Targeted sales



From data access to AI-enabled solutions across the insurance value chain

propensity to buy propensity to claim propensity to lapse probability of 
fraudulent claim

AI Models

AI enabled 
solutions

Contextual

distribution to micro

segments, sense 

customer needs, 

Identify sale 

triggers, sales 

compliance

Alternative data, 

digital health data

for more precise

and automated UW

Automate claims /

risk retrocession / 

capital 

management

More dynamic risk 

engineering

processes (e.g.

regular risk 

assessment,

dynamic pricing

mechanism)

Better identification, 

prediction and 

management of risk 

to prevent 

/reduce/delay 

claims

Insurance data

sales / 
campaign

in-force claim channel

Alternative data

online 

browsing

wearable / 

fitness

social mediaInput data



Swiss Re cutting-edge analytics capabilities in Asia / Globally

Digital
Business

Productivity 
Enabling

Text 
Analytics

Machine 
Learning

Big Data
Methods

Visual
Analytics

Predictive 
Modelling

Insight 
Generation

External data

Internal data

Combining Swiss Re’s bespoke risk knowledge 
with state of the art data science

+



Selection of Swiss Re AI-enabled solutions launched across Asia

Predictive Underwriting L&H Models
Using Inforce and/or banca/digital/health data to automatically classify standard vs substandard risks

Predictive models (& platform) for parametric products
E2E automated customer journey from onboarding to claims: Flight delay, Typhoon, Gestational Diabetes

Early Warning System
Identify as early as possible emerging innovation with potential to highly impact the insurance business



Website Wechat

AI @ SRI                     Digital Ecosystem                          Swiss Re   TDI China in Focus

Want to know more ?

https://www.swissre.com/institute/research/topics-and-risk-dialogues/digital-and-technology/Digital-ecosystems.html
https://www.swissre.com/institute/research/topics-and-risk-dialogues/digital-and-technology/Digital-ecosystems.html


Legal notice
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©2019 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications 
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes 
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of 
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used 
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy 
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness 
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this 
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group 
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.


